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"to be embodied 
is to learn 

to be 
fully present 

and 
comfortable 

in your own body."



TRMBW™ & SEL Somatic Healing PROGRAM  
 
RFR’s trauma-informed methodology; is a somatic-based mindfulness approach to 
healing the whole-SEL-F from trauma, stress, and other universal mental health 
challenges that result from it.   
 
The RFR Method is a trauma responsive daily practice that uses core energetics, the 
triangle of experience, embodiment practices, mindfulness-based stress reduction 
interventions, breathing exercises, guided visualization, dynamic movement, somatic 
psychotherapy, SEL, group discussion and a variety of therapeutic techniques to 
address the flow of human energy, increase personal awareness and restore mind body 
wellness.  
 
The RFR Method - Creating Safe Space for Positive Embodiment & Inquiry 
 
Positive embodiment is sensing and feeling through the body in the present moment 
with a suspension of judgment, resistance, and avoidance. 
 
Sequenced – coordinated set of activities 
Active – students practice skills 
Focused – on a specific SEL competencies and the 12 Principals 
Explicit – target specific skills and learning goals 
 
We must find a way to develop disciplined inquiry in our daily lives; this includes 
questioning the safety of our shared practices for everyone in our communities. Each 
practice delivered to students needs to be delivered with a solid understanding of the 
“why?” and the efficacy. 
 
Areas for Positive Embodiment   
 
Body & Breath   
The body as a positive tool and source of pleasure, and strength. The body is seen as a 
positive force with an emphasis on what it can do rather than what it looks like. 
 
Emotions   
Creating a space for the development of compassion for others and oneself. As 
emotions are experienced through the body, positive spaces allow for a range of 
emotions rather than a restriction of them. 
  
Thought 
Creating space to think through new ideas, be in inquiry and construct more powerful 
narratives. 
  
Community   
Creating a body positive welcoming community through inclusion and a diversity of 
ideas and people. 



The program is delivered through four domains of Trauma- informed, Mind & Body 
Wellbeing Practices:  
 
Mindful practice (mindful focusing practice),  
Physical practice (physical poses),  
Inquiry (mind and body) and  
Assisting and support (relationships).  
 
Each key point of delivery addresses the relevant components of yoga class: cognitive 
intention, practice in the teaching of asana (i.e., teaching of yoga poses, breathing, and 
sequences), meditation and relaxation, and assisting and supporting yoga practices. 
 
To support the use of adaptive and effective awareness during the physical practice of 
yoga, the RFR TRMBW™ & SEL Somatic Healing YTT approach delivers yoga 
sessions using the YIS- TIY set of 12 principles for growth that are based on the body of 
trauma and yoga literature. These principles are shared as reminders during yoga class 
and as themes across the multi-session delivery of yoga.  
 
They are offered as a set of 12 “I” statements that an easily be internalized by the 
practitioner (e.g., “I am worth the effort,” and “I can find choice in the present moment”).  
 
12 Principles of Growth  
 
The 12 principles of growth were developed to help people create the space between 
stimulus and response. They are aligned with all published books on trauma-informed 
yoga and are being actively used in research across the globe. These principles are to 
help you get out of your comfort zone and into your growth zone the place where your 
life can change to SERVE the best version of yourself.  
 
These principles are for use in the GROWTH ZONE and help you create a GROWTH 
MINDSET. In TRMBW™ we ask you to get out of your comfort zone and into your 
growth zone- the place where your life can change to SERVE the best version of 
yourself. You- are responsible for bringing yourself to a growth mindset and entering 
your growth zone.  
 
Each key point of delivery addresses the relevant components of yoga class: cognitive 
intention, practice in the teaching of asana (i.e., teaching of yoga poses, breathing, and 
sequences), meditation and relaxation, and assisting and supporting yoga practices.  
 
 
The key points of delivery are organized in four domains:  
(1) Inner Resources  
(2) Physical Basics  
(3) Self-Regulation, and  
(4) Mindful Grit  



Part 1: Inner Resources (Felt Sense) – This is where we begin from I CAN, and I AM 
WORTH THE EFFORT  
1. Empowerment  
2. Worth  
 
Part 2: Physical Basics Positive Embodiment  
3. Safety – I deserve to be safe.  
4. Breath – My breath is my most powerful tool.  
5. Presence – I work towards presence in my body  
6. Feeling – I feel so that I can heal  
 
Part 3: Self-Regulation  
7. Grounding- My body is a source for connection, guidance, and coping.  
8. Choice – I can find choice in the present moment.  
9. Ownership- I can create the conditions for safety and growth.  
10. Sustainability – I can create a balance between structure and change.  
 
Part 4: Mindful Grit  
11. Compassion – I honor the individual path of recovery and growth  
12. Self-Determination – I work toward the possibility of growth and effectiveness in my 
own life.  
 

 
The 12 Principles for Growth can be embodied most effectively in sequence. That is, 
first, empowerment and worth. This is where we begin from I CAN and I AM WORTH 
THE EFFORT. Next, the physical basics- safety, breath, presence, and feeling. Then, 
you are ready for authentic choice, grounding, ownership, and sustainability. Last, you 
enter the zone of what we call MINDFUL GRIT. Here you practice both self compassion 
and self-determination. Throughout your practice you can work you way up and down 
this list. You can select one at a time or two that work together (e.g., the physical basics 
can be paired with all the rest).  
 
As you practice with the 12 Principles for Growth you will notice your connection with 
self, others, and your world shifting. You will have a felt sense (Part I) of your Inner 
Resources, (Part II) Positive Embodiment, (Part III) Self-Regulation, and (Part 
IV) Mindful Grit. 
 
This information is the result of 100s and 100s of hours of research and YIS teamwork. Yogis in 
Service and Cook-Cottone et al., (2016). Growth Zone.   
 

https://www.yogisinservice.org/_files/ugd/9c6c7a_1dba9bfa86dd4b0782b513c0f87d0389.pdf
https://www.yogisinservice.org/_files/ugd/9c6c7a_1dba9bfa86dd4b0782b513c0f87d0389.pdf


Part I: Inner Resources 

Empowerment 

• Emphasize the cognitive intention, “I can.” 

• Reinforce personal empowerment and effort over achievement and 
perfection 

• Assist and use of props (i.e., yoga blocks, straps, and chairs) to help make 
poses and practices accessible to students. 

• Hold the yoga student as expert in his or her own experience yoga and 
growth (e.g., avoid telling students what poses, stress, challenge, or 
trauma should feel like or what recovery and growth should look like). 

Worth 

• Emphasize the cognitive intention, “I am worth the effort.” 

• Encourage commitment to presence and persistence in the face of 
challenge as an expression of self-worth. 

• Use the loving-kindness meditation (i.e., may you be happy, well, 
peaceful, and at ease; for self, beloved others, neutral others, difficult 
others, and world). 

Part II: Physical Basics 

Safety 

• Emphasize the cognitive intention, “I deserve to be safe.” 

• Prioritize physical and emotional safety in yoga practice. 

• Demonstrate trustworthiness through task clarity, consistency, and safe 
personal boundaries. 

• Avoid a perception of coercion. Teach from inviting students to try 
something as opposed to getting them to do something. 

• Consider mat placement (e.g., mats set up in a circle so that there is no 
one behind anyone else, have options to place mats in the back row). 

• Cover exposed windows and mirrors for privacy. 

• Be predictable (e.g., tell the students what poses and challenges are 
coming, how long they will be holding poses, and follow a predictable 
class structure). 

• Use caution with yoga postures that may cause physical discomfort, be 
perceived as threatening, and trigger emotional reactions and/or 
flashbacks (e.g., poses that expose sensitive parts of the body such as the 
groin area or chest). 



• When using physical assists, collaborate with individual students to 
determine their preferences. 

• Use verbal and visual assist by explaining or demonstrating the poses. 

• Consider use of a nonverbal and private method for an opt-out of 
physical assists (e.g., raise your hand if you do not want assists, chip on 
mat). 

• Use caution with meditations, as some forms of meditation may trigger 
flashbacks. Collaborate with participants to create safe and supportive 
meditation practices. 

• Provide support of and permission for students to seek safety in class 
through adaptations of poses and practices (e.g., talking the final resting 
pose against the wall with eyes open or meditating with a softened gaze 
rather than closing their eyes). 

• Generally, use caution with women who are pregnant, individuals with 
disabilities, older adults, individuals with psychiatric illness, and 
individuals with severe trauma. 

Breath 

• Emphasize the cognitive intention, “My breath is my most powerful tool.” 

• Frequently invite the participants to bring attention to their breath, the 
qualities of breath (e.g., pace, length, warmth, sound), the muscles that 
support breath, and the body movement associated with breath. 

• Offer choices rather than prescribing a way to breathe (e.g., add 
invitations to add deeper breath or to experiment with nasal breathing 
[i.e., breathing in and out of the nose], and to notice how that feels in the 
body). 

• Use meditations and relaxation sessions that focus on breath, 
emphasizing breath awareness and the connection of breath to heart rate 
and physical relaxation. 

• Note, the associations between breath and emotions and opportunities 
for self-regulation (e.g., extended exhales for calming). 

• Use caution as yogic breathing may be contraindicated for some 
individuals with psychosis. 

Presence 

  

• Emphasize the cognitive intention, “I work toward presence in my body.” 



• Bring awareness to physical/somatic sensations, as they are experienced 
in the body, in the present moment (e.g., “You may notice the sensation of 
your feet pressing into your mat”). 

• Offer a safe and measured approach to interoceptive awareness by using 
tentative language (e.g., inviting participants to pay attention, suggesting 
they may notice a feeling or sensation when they move their bodies in a 
certain way, recognizing that they may also not notice or feel anything). 

• Use suggestive language to emphasize that participants are not required 
to move in such a way or feel a particular feeling. 

• Encourage students to notice the experience they are having in their 
bodies and then highlight the value in not turning the experience into a 
story or an emotion. 

• Consider that being in the present moment and aware of body 
sensations can] feel uncomfortable, even terrifying, to some trauma 
survivors. 

• Utilize meditation and relaxation practices that encourage physical 
presence (e.g., body scan technique and systematic relaxation). 

• Help bring awareness to the body through verbal cues and physical 
assisting (with permission). 

Feeling 

  

• Emphasize the cognitive intention, “I feel so I can heal.” 

• Remind students those feelings in the body can take on many forms, 
including not feeling anything (i.e., feeling numb) or feeling big feelings. 

• Bring attention to the wave (i.e., arising and passing) of physical 
sensations and feeling states. 

• Remind students that sometimes simply noticing and allowing emotions 
is enough. 

• Encourage students to use breath, grounding, and positive self-talk, “I 
am worth the effort” and “I feel so that I can heal” as they observe the 
wave of emotions rising and passing during their practice. 

• Teach the “Soften, Soothe, Allow” meditation by Kristen Neff 
https://self-compassion.org/category/exercises/#exercises 

Part III: Self-Regulation 



Grounding 

  

• Emphasize the cognitive intention, “My body is a source for connection, 
coping, and guidance.” 

• Encourage students to consider that connection with the body is a 
connection to resources for connection with self and others, coping, and 
guidance. 

• Remind students that at any given moment they can connect to physical 
sensations to ground emotional and physical arousal, breath intentionally 
to calm. 

• Prompt students to check into their bodies as a source of information to 
help them make choices in the present moment (e.g., “Notice the 
sensations in your upper leg, you may want to deepen the pose or ease out 
of the pose”). 

• Within the context of communication, choice, and permission, consider 
that physical assists may have therapeutic value in helping some yoga 
students tolerate safe, nurturing, and positive touch from another. 

Choice 

  

• Emphasize the cognitive intention, “I can find choice in the present 
moment.” 

• Create an atmosphere of ongoing, informed consent. To do this, be clear 
about what you are requesting of the students, offer a menu of options, 
and always include the ability adapt a posture and to opt-out. 

• Invite participants to make a connection between what they are feeling 
in their bodies with the choices they are making. 

• Frequently phrase guidance as suggestions and invitations rather than 
commands, (e.g., “Consider.,” “If you’d like…,” “You can choose…,” “One 
option is…”). 

• Teach the class at a pace that allows yoga students to make a choice. 
Consider that if the pace is too fast, it may feel like there is no choice. 

• Reinforce the contention that there is no right or wrong choice regarding 
what feels right for them in this moment. 

Ownership 

  

• Emphasize the cognitive intention, “I can create the conditions for safety 
and growth.” 

• Prompt students to use the physical sensations coming from their bodies 
to make safe and effective choices in poses and actions. 



• Encourage students to take ownership of their yoga practice by listening 
teacher cues and prompts in equal measure to their own internal cues and 
prompts. 

• Support student ownership through your own practice of acceptance 
and allowing in the yoga room. 

Sustainability 

  

• Emphasize the cognitive intention, “I can create a balance between 
structure and change.” 

• Encourage a balance of effort and rest through instruction. 

• Work to create a yoga space that honors and celebrates a safe and 
sustainable practice as well as progress in practice. 

• Reinforce the contention the sustainable practice of yoga is a 
mindfulness-based practice that may not be a linear path toward more 
advanced poses and practices, rather a deepening of awareness, presence, 
and connection. 

Part IV: Mindful Grit 

Compassion 

• Emphasize the cognitive intention, “I honor the individual path of 
recovery and growth.” 

• Consider that resistance can be associated with fear and anxiety and can 
be addressed with support and compassion. 

• Remind students that growth is a process of gains and setbacks. 

• Remind students that the moment we begin to judge we lose connection 
to presence in the moment. 

• Provide an inclusive yoga space with props (e.g., chairs, straps, and 
blocks) as well as acceptance of a wide range of experiences within the 
yoga space. 

Self-
determination 

• Emphasize the cognitive intention, “I work toward the possibility of 
effectiveness and growth in my own life.” 

• In poses and practices, ask student to notice what is effective for them. 

• Remind students of the uniqueness of each path, there is no right path 
for all.  

• Teach from a sense of possibility for all of your students. 

• Remind yourself and your students that stress and trauma need not 
determine the outcomes of one’s life. 



 

 

 

 

 

 



TRMBW™ TOOLS 
Trauma Responsive Mind Body Wellness tools are a set to practices that 
empower yoga teachers to be with their student in crisis and when challenged. 
That means that our teachers are able to be with their students when they may 
need someone to simply listen, a good referral, or to help them manage a a 
feeling or physiological state that presented in class. These are not tools for 
therapy- rather they help our teachers be effective responded in the moment 
who understand their scope of practice, and no how to refer their students for 
professional help. Some of these tools are described below. Our TRMBW™ & SEL 
Educator, Trainer and Master Trainer Coach certification offers advanced 
training through extended practice on and expansion of all of these tools. 

The Growth Zone- teach your students about the comfort zone, growth zone 
and unsafe zone. Offer the TRMBW™ principles, support, and tools to help
them work effectively in their growth zone when it is right for them. 
Grounding and Breathing With- After a student offer’s a personal share or 
reflection, the facilitator leads a grounding and breathing with practice for 
one breath saying, “Let’s ground and breathe with (name of student).” The first 
time you may want to explain what you are doing. 
Mindful Listening for Content- this is done in pairs or small groups. One 
student shares and the other listens generously and does not talk. When it is 
time, the listener tells their partner or group member, “What I heard you SAY 
was…” and offers a short summary of what was heard- no interpretations or 
advice. 
Mindful Listening for Feeling- this is done in pairs or small groups. One 
student shares and the other listens generously and does not talk. Listen for 
what emotions are present in the other student’s share. When it is time, they 
tell their partner or group member, “What I heard you FEEL was…” and tell 
them the feeling or feelings that were most present in their share- no 
interpretations or advice. 
Tips for Mindful Listening 
• When we are mindfully listening to someone, we are being fully present to

the person sharing with us and holding brave space with them.
• As we mindfully listen, we just “be” with that person.  We listen fully and

presently, without judgement or interruption.



In this form of communication, the listener does not reflect, respond, 
problem solve, or speak in any capacity- they just listen to the person 
talking. 

• “Holding brave space” means being physically, mentally, and emotionally 
present for someone. It means putting your focus on someone to support 
them as they feel their feelings.  

• An important aspect of holding brave space is managing judgment while 
you are present. The person who is holding brave space helps set the tone 
for a kind, curious, and judgment-free interaction where the other person 
can be brave, and like the term says, “have space.” 

• When you hold brave space for someone, you create a forum where they 
can feel safe(r). Think of a time when you were vulnerable. What did you 
need at that moment? Did you need someone to give you advice and solve 
your problem? Did you need someone to tell you what to do or judge you? 
You probably just needed someone to be there for you.  

• Reasoning behind the activity. Sometimes the best thing we can do for 
someone is to simply be with them. Sitting with someone in loving support 
can help them feel seen, understood, and cared for. Advice and problem-
solving can come later and only if it is asked for. Holding brave space can 
also help someone feel less alone. When you know that you can turn to the 
person for unconditional support, it can be very profound.  

Tips for Holding Brave Space 
1. Refocus your listening. 

A lot of the time, when we talk to someone, our main focus is on 
what we’re going to say next. Doing this while trying to hold space 
for someone may not be very effective. To avoid this, listen carefully 
with the intent of understanding what they’re saying and feeling 
instead of worrying about your response.  

2. Don’t jump into problem-solving mode.  
When we hear someone share something difficult, our first instinct 
might be to try to reframe the situation or find a way to solve the 
problem. Neither of these is the point of holding brave space; the 
point is to be there for that person, without judgment. If you feel 
tempted to minimize, reframe, or solve the issue, remember that the 
urge doesn’t serve your purpose and transition back to mindful 
listening. 

https://gstherapycenter.com/blog/2018/12/13/7-ways-to-be-a-supportive-partner-to-a-survivor


3. Don’t center yourself. 
 
We know it’s often easier to understand something when we can 
relate it back to ourselves. Try to resist the urge to insert yourself in 
the situation. There is a time and a place to talk about your 
experiences, but holding brave space isn’t it. Keep your own issues 
and experiences separate from this interaction so you can focus on 
being there for the other person.  
 

4. Reassure them you believe in them. 
It can be so hard to be vulnerable with someone. While holding 
brave space for someone, it can be helpful to explicitly express that 
you believe them, and you believe in them. Remind them that you 
trust and believe their knowledge and intuition.  

5. Be open to whatever emotions come up 
You never know what’s going to come up when you give someone 
space to be vulnerable. Emotions are complicated and can be 
confusing or even conflicting, so instead of fighting the feelings that 
want to come up, encourage and allow space for the other person to 
let it out. Reassure them that you are there for them, no matter what 
comes up 
Holding brave space is something that seems simple, but actually 
takes a lot of practice and involves self and aftercare for the person 
holding space. Keep these tips in mind to guide you as you hold 
space for others and for yourself. 

Inquiry- Living the Question- the facilitator reminds the group that it is 
okay to not know the answers right now. They are allowed to live (and ask) a 
question for days, months, and even years. Note, no need to wait- actions and 
choices may help you learn the answers to your questions- what it is and what 
it is not.  
Mindful Focusing Practice or Meditation- each principle has a mindful 
focusing practice associated with it. Meditation is also a tool for being with 
ourselves and seeing and hearing our own experience.  
Yoga Practice- asana is a way to move your body and be with and breathe 
with all the feelings and thoughts that come up. The movement is healthy for 
your body and mind. 



Journaling- writing down your thoughts and feelings is a powerful way to 
document (ground) your feelings and thoughts. It allows you to be seen and 
heard by you. 
Reflective Listening 
• When we reflective listen, we use our mindful listening skills to summarize 

the content of what a person shared with us back to that person.  By 
incorporating this skill into our everyday conversations, we are able to be 
on the same page with others and better understand what messages they 
are trying to share with us.  When you reflective listen, be sure to only 
restate the facts and the information shared from the conversation-do not 
share your personal opinions or reactions to what the other person stated. 

• Main aspects of mindful (reflective) listening 
1. Listening before speaking 
2. Deal with personal specifics, not impersonal generalities 
3. Decipher the emotions behind the words, to create a better 

understanding of the message 
4. Restate and clarify how you understand the message 
5. Understand the speaker’s frame of reference and avoid responding 

based only on your own perception 
6. Respond with acceptance and empathy 

Heartful Listening 
• Reflecting feelings is determining the feelings and emotions in a person's 

verbal and body language and stating (or reflecting) those feelings back to 
the person. When we reflect another person's feelings, it is almost as if we 
are acting as a mirror, or reflection, of the other person’s emotional state. 

• Reflecting feelings validates a person's feelings. Validating, or 'okaying,' 
someone's feelings through reflecting their feelings is a way to tell that 
person that you are accepting of their feelings. This can be a relief to a 
person who is struggling with some difficult feelings.  

• Heartful Listening activity-  
This is done in pairs or small groups. One student shares and the other 
listens generously and does not talk. Listen for what emotions are present 
in the other student’s share. When it is time, they tell their partner or 
group member, “What I heard you FEEL was…” and tell them the feeling or 



feelings that were most present in their share- no interpretations or 
advice.  

• Self-Awareness Scale- select a number between 1 (calm) and 10 
(activated) that reflects the state of your (a) body, (b) feelings, and (c) 
thoughts. This way, you can decide what you would like to do you your 
number which reflects your state at this moment. 

• Support and Deescalation- support your participants allowing their 
experience to unfold. if needed discreetly check in, offer support and/or 
choice to leave the room. If needed, be with them, ground, breathe, and 
listen. Offer community referral when appropriate.  

• Mission- Share your mission, purpose, or reason for being with your 
students. Encourage your students to get curious about their mission, 
purpose or reason for being. 

• Grounding Orienting Resourcing 
• Grounding, Orienting, and Resourcing is a step-by-step process for getting 

to the here and now and connecting or reconnecting with your practice if 
you have been distracted or triggered.  

• Grounding 
Grounding is reconnecting with the earth below you and your own body. 
Press your feet into the floor, place your hands on your belly, and/or your 
belly and your heart. Breathe. Breathe into your hands. Press your feet into 
the floor (and maybe your sit bones your chair or cushion). Push one foot 
and then the other into the floor. Engage the muscles in your legs and your 
core and gently release and repeat a few times. With your hands on your 
belly and heart, breathe.  Grounding helps you feel connected to earth, 
have an awareness of and connection to your own body, and adds a 
sensation of being centered.  

• Orienting  
Orienting is the process of getting to this moment, in this space, in your 
body. Build on your grounding work. You are right here, right now. To 
become further oriented, survey the room, notice other people, items 
(yoga mats, blocks), and get a good sense of what is happening around you. 
Next, find your space. Notice the edges of your mat and draw your 
awareness into where your body and the mat meet. Press your hands or 
feet into your mat. Next, turn back inward to your body. Feel your body as 
it connects to the earth and breathe.  



You might even say to yourself, “I am here, in my yoga space, on my yoga 
mat, pressing my hands and/or feet into my mat.” 

• Resourcing 
Resourcing the process of connecting to the inner resources you have 
created in both your yoga and coping practices. Your inner resources exist 
within you and can include your grounding and orienting work. Your inner 
resources are anything that helps you connect to a sense of wellbeing. You 
might have a dear friend that you call to mind, a sensation or pressing into 
the mat that reminds you are okay, a color that you imagine breathing in 
and out, or one of the 12 principles for growth, “I am worth the effort.”  

Refresher of More Grounding Resources: 
Breathing Exercise 
• Inhale for a count of 3. Hold for a count of 3. Exhale for a count of 3. Repeat 

to a count of 4. Repeat to a count of 5. Continue this process, working up to 
a count of 8. 

5 Things Exercise 
• Look around you. Name 5 things you can see. Name 4 things you can touch. 

Name 3 things you can hear. Name 2 things you can smell. Name 1 thing 
you can taste. Focus on details, such as shape, size, texture, and color. 

Grounding and Restorative Yoga Practices  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 3: YIS-TIY Principles for Growth and Associated Recommendations. 
Informed by: (Cook-Cottone, 2015a, 2016, 2017; Cook-Cottone, LaVigne, and Travers, 
2017; Dick et al., 2014; Emerson, 2015; Emerson & Hopper, 2011; Forfylow, 2011; Harris & 
Fallot, 2001; Krisanapakornkit, Sriaj, Piyavhatkul, & Laopailboon, 2009; Longacre et al., 
2012; Macy et al., 2015; Stephens, 2014; West et al., 2016). 
 



Up-regulating Poses

1. Mountain Pose
2. Downward Dog
3. Locust Pose
4. Standing Forward Fold
5. Warrior 1
6. Warrior 2
7. Tree Pose
8. Chair Pose
9. Eagle Pose
10. Humble Warrior



Tadasana – Mountain Pose
The foundation of most standing poses.

Cautions:
● Low blood pressure if pose is held too long.

Technique:
● Stand at the front of the mat.
● Bring the big toes together and the heels slightly apart.
● Place equal weight in the front and back of the feet.
● Lift through the arches of the feet and the quadriceps, but keep a micro-bend in the knees.
● Lift the kneecaps up, slightly engage the buttocks, and pull the navel in and up.
● Continuously lengthen through the entire spine, and relax the shoulders down.
● Extend through the crown of the head, with the chin slightly tucked.
● Hands are in line with the hips and slightly away from the body, with the palms facing inwards.
● Close the eyes or keep the gaze relaxed.

Benefits:
● Encourages good alignment and posture when practised correctly.
● Strengthens and tones the core muscles.

Common Misalignments:
● Hyperextension of the knees
● Pelvis tucked under or thrusting out
● Neck protruding too far forward
● Lack of activation in hands and feet



Adho Mukha Svanasana – Downward Facing Dog

Contraindications:
● Wrist injuries or Carpal Tunnel Syndrome: use props to reduce flexion of the wrists, or offer an

alternative pose.
● Tight hamstrings: bend the knees.
● Shoulder injury: offer alternative, such as half downward-facing dog or wide-legged child’s pose.

Technique:
● Come to table-top position, with hands under the shoulders and knees under the hips.
● Ensure the hands are shoulder-width apart (or slightly wider), and turn the middle fingers to face the

front of the mat.
● Inhale to tuck the toes under.
● Exhale to lift the hips and slowly straighten the legs to bring the heels towards the mat slowly.
● Turn heels slightly out, and the toes slightly in so that the outer edges of the feet are parallel with the

edges of the mat.
● Continuously press the hands into the mat and lift the hips up.

Benefits:
● Strengthens the arms and shoulders.
● Stretches the backline of the body.
● Lengthens the spine.
● Releases tension in the neck.

To release:
● Bend and lower the knees to the mat, and un-tuck the toes back to table-top position.

Common Misalignments:
● Hands and feet too close or far apart.
● Neck being held up (creating tension).
● Collapsing between the shoulder blades.
● Excessive arching or rounding of the spine.
● Hyperextension of the elbows or knees.



Salabhasana – Locust Pose

Contraindications:
● Low back pain: don’t lift too high or avoid the pose.

Technique:
● Lie down with the belly on the mat and the arms alongside the body.
● Point the fingers and toes to the back of the mat.
● Keep the legs close together.
● Inhale and lift the arms, legs, head and chest up.
● Keep the chin tucked and look down.
● Move the shoulder blades down the back.
● Stretch the legs out as much as possible.
● Hold for 5 breaths.

Benefits:
● Strengthens and lengthens the back and spine.
● Strengthens the core muscles.
● Aids digestion through compression of the stomach.

To release:
● Exhale and lower the body back down to the mat. Counter-pose with balasana.

Common Misalignments:
● Feet too wide apart.
● Compression in the back of the neck.
● Tension in the shoulders.
● Squeezing the buttocks.



Uttanasana – Standing Forward Fold

Contraindications:
● Disc injury: bend knees or keep hands on shins.
● Tight hamstrings: bend knees.
● Un-medicated high blood pressure: keep head in-line with the chest (ardha-uttanasana).

Technique:
● Stand with the feet hip-width apart at the front of the mat.
● Inhale, reach the hands up and lengthen the spine.
● Exhale, hinge at the hips and fold forward with the knees slightly bent.
● Place the hands alongside the feet or hold opposite elbows.
● Soften the back of the neck and slowly straighten the legs.
● Keep the weight equal in the feet.

Benefits:
● Stretches the backline of the body.
● Oxygenates the brain.
● Reduces fatigue.
● Calms the mind.
● Gentle inversion.

To release:
● Bend the knees, inhale and roll to standing OR inhale and raise the arms up over head as you come

to standing.

Common Misalignments:
● Hyperextension in the knees.
● Neck tensed and head lifted.
● Spine rounding.



Virabhadrasana I – Warrior I Pose

Contraindications:
● Shoulder problems: keep hands on the hips or in Anjali mudra.
● Knee problems: be mindful of knee-to-ankle alignment and don’t go too deep into the lunge.
● Lower back pain (or SI joint issues): stay on the back toes and keep the hips facing the same

direction.
● Neck issues: don’t look up between the hands.

Technique:
● From tadasana, step the right foot back approximately a legs-length.
● Ensure the feet are hips-width apart.
● Bend the front knee to a 90-degree angle.
● Press the back heel into the mat with the foot at a 45-degree angle (with the heel pointing in and the

toes pointing out). Keep the back leg straight.
● Face the hips towards the front of the mat, by moving the right hip forward and the left hip back, and

ensure the torso aligns with the hips.
● Raise the arms overhead and keep them shoulder-width apart. The palms of the hands face in.
● Lift the head to look between the hands.
● Hold for 3-5 breaths.

To release:
Exhale, lower the hands to the hips, step the right foot forward, and come back to tadasana.

REPEAT ON THE LEFT SIDE.

Benefits:
● Strengthens the legs.
● Opens the chest.
● Stretches the psoas muscle.
● Creates a feeling of empowerment and inner strength.
● Builds stamina.

Common Misalignments:
● Back foot turned too far out.
● Front knee not aligned over ankle.
● Excessive arching of the lower back.
● Shoulders and neck tensed.



Virabhadrasana II – Warrior II Pose

Contraindications:
● Shoulder problems: keep hands on the hips or in Anjali mudra.
● Knee problems: be mindful of knee-to-ankle alignment and don’t go too deep into the lunge.
● Lower back pain (or SI joint issues): let the back hip roll forward.
● Neck issues: don’t turn the head.

Technique:
● From tadasana, step the right foot back approximately 1.5 legs length apart and ensure the heel of

the front foot aligns with the inner arch of the back foot.
● Press the back heel into the mat with the foot at a 45-degree angle (with the heel pointing in and the

toes pointing out). Keep the back leg straight.
● Turn the hips and the torso to face the right side of the mat.
● Bend the front knee up to a 90-degree angle.
● Raise the arms to shoulder height, with the palms facing down.
● Spread the fingers of both hands, and turn the head to gaze over the middle finger of the front hand.
● Relax the shoulder blades, but lengthen through the spine and crown of the head.
● Hold for 3-5 breaths.

To release:
● Exhale, lower the arms, step the right foot forward, and come back to tadasana.

REPEAT ON THE LEFT SIDE.

Benefits:
● Strengthens the legs and arms.
● Opens the hips.
● Stretches the inner thighs.
● Creates a feeling of empowerment and inner strength.
● Builds stamina.

Common Misalignments:
● Torso leaning forward or back.
● Arms higher or lower than the shoulders.
● Front knee falling inwards.
● Resting on the inner arch of the back foot.



Vrksasana – Tree pose

Contraindications:
● Low back pain (SI joint issues): keep foot on the calf and let the knee point forward.
● Ankle problems: use a wall or chair for additional support and keep the toes on the floor.
● Balance problems: practice with caution and use additional support for stability.

Technique:
● From tadasana, place the hands on the hips and find a drishti (focus point).
● Shift the centre of gravity over the right leg.
● Bring the left foot to the calf or inner thigh (using the left hand if needed).
● Turn the left knee out and open the front of the hips.
● Keep the hips and chest parallel to the front of the mat.
● Bring the hands into Anjali mudra or raise the arms overhead with the palms facing towards each

other and the fingers spread.
● Soften the shoulder blades down the back and keep the chin slightly tucked.
● Hold for 3-5 breaths.

REPEAT ON THE LEFT SIDE.

Benefits:
● Strengthens the ankles.
● Opens the hips.
● Tones the deeper core muscles.
● Improves physical balance.
● Creates mental balance.

To release:
● Exhale, bring the hands back to the hips.
● Inhale, release the left foot and stretch the left leg out in front whilst pointing the toes.
● Exhale, bring the left foot back to the mat.

Common Misalignments:
● Foot placed on the knee joint.
● Hips pushed out to the side.
● Lack of awareness of standing foot.



Utkatasana – Chair Pose

Contraindications:
● Knee problems: only bend the knees as much as feels comfortable.
● Neck problems: keep the gaze forward and don’t look up.
● Shoulder problems: Keep the hands in Anjali mudra or on the hips.

Technique:
● Stand with the feet directly underneath the hips and the arms alongside the body.
● Inhale, raise the arms up and keep them shoulder width apart.
● Exhale, bend the knees and lower the hips.
● Ensure the knees stay in line with the 2nd and 3rd toes.
● Keep the spine long and gently lift the chin to look up between the hands.
● Press the feet down and lightly pull the navel to the spine to engage the core.
● Hold for 3-5 breaths.

Benefits:
● Tones the arms, back and legs.
● Heats the body.
● Builds stamina.
● Creates a sense of strength and empowerment.

To release:
● Exhale, lower the arms and straighten the legs to come back to standing.

Common Misalignments:
● Leaning too much into the front or back of the feet.
● Tension in the neck and shoulders.
● Excessive arching in the lumbar spine.
● Neck not in-line with the rest of the spine.



Garudasana – Eagle pose

Contraindications:
● Ankle problems- cross your leg and rest the ball of your foot or tips of your toes on the ground.
● Knee problems - cross your leg and extend your foot in the direction you want it to go.
● Wrist Problems - keep the hands in anjali mudra instead.

Technique:
● Stand in Tadasana
● Inhale and raise the right foot from the floor and place the right leg over the left thigh above the

left knee. Rest the back of the right thigh on the front of the left thigh. Exhale completely here
and watch the balance.

● Now, move the right foot behind the left calf so that the right shin touches the left calf and the
right big toe hooks just above the inner side of the left ankle. The right leg is now locked around
the left leg.

● When comfortable, lower the hips and remain in balance for sometime.
● Bend the elbows and raise the arms to the level of the chest. Rest the left elbow on the front of

the right upper arm near the elbow joint. Then move the left hand back to the right and the right
hand back to the left and join the palms. The left arm is locked around the right arm.

● Stay focused gazing at one point and make sure the back is straight.
● Be aware of the balance, the stretch, the weight of the body on the foot, the breath, and gaze,

which all put together helps you stay in balance.

Benefits:
● Strengthens and stretched the ankles and calves
● Stretches the thighs,hips, shoulders and upper back
● Improves concentration
● Improves sense of balance

To release:
● To release, relax the arms and the legs and come back to Tadasana and relax.
● Repeat on the other side

Common Misalignments:
● Keep the both hips facing forward

https://www.tummee.com/yoga-poses/tadasana
https://www.tummee.com/yoga-poses/tadasana


Baddha Virabhadrasana - Humble Warrior

Contraindications:
● Herniated disc
● High blood pressure
● Knee problems: be mindful of knee-to-ankle alignment and don’t go too deep into the lunge.
● Lower back pain (or SI joint issues): stay on the back toes and keep the hips facing the same

direction.

Technique:

● Begin in Warrior I with Hands Interlaced.
● Keep the connection with your interlaced hands, palms touching and begin to bow forward toward

the inside of your front thigh.
● Keep a 90-degree bend in your front knee and a strong back leg by rooting down into the straight

edge of your foot.
● Lift your interlaced hands off your lower back, up and over your head.
● Relax your neck and your face muscles.
● keep your shoulders and hips squared toward the front.

Benefits:
● Stretches the chest, shoulders and psoas
● Strengthens the shoulders, arms and back muscles
● Builds Stamina

To Release:
● Inhale, look up first, and
● Lift the neck and chest.
● Inhale, lift the entire torso and come back to the center.
● With the feet still firmly grounded, stand up into five pointed star pose
● release the lock of the hands.

Common Misalignments:
● Back foot turned too far out.
● Front knee not aligned over ankle.
● Excessive arching of the lower back.

https://pocketyoga.com/pose/warrior_humble_preparation


Teaching Methodology

C – contraindications

Name some of the general contraindications and alternatives for the upcoming pose. This ensures that

safety is prioritized and consideration is taken for individuals who cannot take the pose.

A – alignment

Give the alignment cues needed to guide the student into the pose, making sure you provide options

where possible.

B – benefits

Once the student is in the pose, name some of the main benefits of that particular pose.

S – stillness

Hold space, offer adjustments if necessary, give the student time to experience the pose.



How and when could we use more energetic yoga forms

If we look at the Polyvagal theory we understand that there are 2 main responses to dis-regulation in the nervous

system; Fight and Flight (hyperarousal) and Dorsal vagal (hypoarousal). Both these over long periods of time can be

detrimental to our health.

Hyperarousal - Hyperarousal is our flight or fight response. It involves a collection of symptoms associated
with a heightened state of alertness and anxiety.

● Feeling anxious, irritable, agitated, or angry
● Experiencing impulsivity
● Having difficulty concentrating or racing thoughts
● Being aggressive or having rageful outbursts
● Having trouble falling or staying asleep, or nightmares
● Being hypervigilant
● Startling easily or feeling on edge
● Constantly feeling in danger or unsafe

Strategies to decrease Hyperarousal

When your emotions seem out of control or overwhelming, you can use a variety of skills to lower the intensity.

● Paced breathing
● Engaging your senses
● Intense exercise
● Paired muscle relaxation

Hypoarousal – Dysregulation characterized by a low state of physiological arousal, emotional numbing, restricted
functioning, social withdrawal and a disconnect between body and feeling.

Sometimes hypoarousal can be the result of a prolonged state of hyperarousal; under the constant duress of
hyperarousal, we eventually shut down as a response to the pain.

● Feelings of numbness or emptiness
● Depression
● Brain fog
● Exhaustion and fatigue
● Difficulty making decisions
● Feelings of hopelessness
● Inability to focus and concentrate
● Depersonalization or dissociation
● Dizziness
● Hypotension
● Headaches and nausea
● Shallow breathing or a low respiration rate

Strategies to manage hypoarousal

● Paced breathing
● Engaging your senses
● Physical movement

https://hopehealingcounseling.com/anxiety-disorders/
https://www.complextrauma.org/glossary/dysregulation/
https://hopehealingcounseling.com/strategies-for-decreasing-hyperarousal/


More energetic practices like Hatha and vinyasa yoga can be a beneficial way to bring your student or clients to
social engagement ( ventral vagal)

Yoga includes

● Paced breathing
● Physical movement
● engaging the senses
● Befriending the body

*SAFETY FOR THE STUDENT OR CLIENT MUST BE CREATED IN THESE MORE ENERGETIC PRACTICES OR THEY WILL
NOT HAVE THE DESIRED OUTCOME OF REGULATING THE NERVOUS SYSTEM*

Language of invitation and inquiry

• Trauma Survivors are often attentive to what is said and how it is expressed.
• We want to assist students in moving away from self judgement and toward an interest in their own internal

experience
• The language should gently but clearly direct attention to internal experiences while inviting mindful moving

and breathing
• Use metaphors sparingly and with caution

Language of Invitation Language of Inquiry

Think about Notice

When you feel ready Be curious

If you would like to Approach with interest

I invite you to Allow

Consider Experiment

Feel



"now more than ever it 
is time to come back 

home to the 
landscape of your 
own sovereign body 

intelligence. it is time 
to connect to what 
feels good and to 

reclaim your power, 
your joy and your 

vitality. it is time to 
remember who you 

truly are.."



Notes & Key Takeaways



Homework
 Asignment 1

Learning Objective: Be able to confidently and comfortably teach up-regulating yoga 
forms in a trauma-responsive manner through a structured teaching methodology.

Task: Choose three yoga forms and teach them to your group.

Assignment 2

Learning Objective: Be able to create an RfR sequence based on a case study and 
justify the choices made for each element.

You will choose one of the principles of growth as a theme. 

Task: You will have 45 minutes to create an RfR sequence with your group focused on 
the areas of positive embodiment, using the four domains of Trauma- informed, Mind & 
Body Wellbeing Practices:

Mindful practice (mindful focusing practice),
Physical practice (physical poses),
Inquiry (mind and body) and
Assisting and support (relationships)

You will then have 20 minutes to orally present and share decisions to the whole group.

OVERVIEW Example
Review the context of Inner Resources (Empowerment and Worth) 

Introduce Principle- I AM WORTH THE EFFORT (step one) 

Engage in mindful practice (step two), physical practice (step three), and inquiry (step 
four) infusing assisting and support guidelines throughout the session. 

Conduct inquiry session on self-worth and effort (step four).

See following pages for more detailed example and review of RfR Method of 
Sequencing.

In Class Assignments



Trauma Responsive Mind Body Wellness & SEL  Healing Arts Institute 

Yoga Class 10 Step Sequencing 

Begin with Breathe, Orient, Ground, Breathe- Create Safe Container for Growth and Healing

1. Pranayama Calming Breath- 3 Collective Breaths, Belly Breathing, Body Scan (in Sukhasana easy pose 
seated or savasana, corpse pose laying down) (self-management)

2. Grounding Mindful Minute Focusing Practice- Observer/Feelings 2 Word Check in, Visualization and 
Goal and Intention Setting, (self -awareness/self management) Introduce Theme Example Safety

Examples of 6 question prompts that help students reflect and set intentions or goals for their practice. 

Students complete the following 6 prompts. 
1. My focus today is ...
2. I want to do more ...
3. I want to do less ...
4. I want to feel ...
5. To feel this way, I will ...
6. If I get stuck, I’ll remember ...
3. Mantra- Principle: I Deserve to Be Safe, can include  Mudra, Chanting, and/or Breathing

4. Yin and/or Restorative/Hatha Warm up Yoga Pose Sequence(s)

5. Yin and/or Restorative/Hatha Yoga Peak Pose Sequence(s)

6. Cooling Sequence

7. Savasana and Progressive Relaxation, Repeat Grounding Mindful Minute, Reflection

8. Repeat Pranayama Calming Breath (self-management)

9. Repeat Mantra, Mudra, Chanting and/or Breathing with Mindful Minute Focusing Practice

10. Gratitude and Reflection Sharing/Closing Circle (All SEL Competencies)

Set the Purpose: Coming together at the end of the day helps us celebrate accomplishments, reflect 
on the practice, preview upcoming events, address challenges, and build our community. Create a 
consistent routine for your closing circle. For example, it can always be a reflection about the day, a 
celebration of accomplishments, and a closing chant. You will be given examples for creating 
sharing circles with your SEL Capstone Project.



SAFETY 

Principle 3: I DESERVE TO BE SAFE 
kids-I deserve to be safe 

T E A C H I N G  I N T E N T I O N  

“I can model, teach, and effectively deliver in practice the Core Principle for 
Growth, ‘I deserve to be safe’” 

O V E R V I E W  

• Explain Positive Embodiment (Safety, Breath, Presence, and Feelings)
• Introduce- I DESERVE TO BE SAFE (step one)
• Engage in mindful practice (step two), physical practice (step three), and

inquiry (step four) infusing assisting and support guidelines throughout
the session.

• Conduct inquiry session on safety (step four).

S T E P  O N E :  I N T R O D U C E  T H E  P R I N C I P L E  

• I deserve to be safe
• Children’s Principle: I deserve to be safe
• Review the Core Principle for Growth, “I deserve to be safe”
• Help participants get a sense of what this is and is not and what this might

look like in practice if it is or is not there.
• Remind participants that the difficult events in life can lead us to feel

overwhelmed by and anxious about our environment, our experiences, and
ourselves.

• Ask participants to consider that all human beings deserve safety,
including them.

• Ask participants to see themselves within the context of their family
members, friendships, and work relationships.

• Explain that feeling safe is a basic human right, but it can be diminished
due to difficult and traumatic experiences. A sense of safety can be
cultivated again through a gradual experiencing of our feelings.

• Sometimes when we are feeling big feelings, it can be difficult to feel safe in
our won bodies. Here is a statement from a yoga participant who learned

Sample Class Outline for Theme



the path from trauma to recovery: “[Because of all I have been through] I 
have learned that my body is the enemy…but in order for me to live this 
life now, I must find a way to befriend my body,” (Emerson &amp; Hopper, 
2011, p. 36)  

• Guide a short discussion on what safety is and is not and what it looks like 
in a yoga class. Can participants show you with their body language what it 
looks like when someone does not feel safe? Can they show you how 
someone walks or stand when they realize that they are safe? The focus is 
on what safety is and is not. 

• Have trainees generate a few ideas of how they can help their students feel 
safer in their yoga classes. 

• Remind the trainees that this will be the work of the whole training and 
they will learn much more about helping their students feel safe.  

S T E P  T W O :  M I N D F U L  P R A C T I C E  ( M I N D F U L  F O C U S I N G  P R A C T I C E )   

• Formal: Grounding and calming breath and safety. Mental grounding 
technique for seeking safety in the present moment. Prepare your students 
for a mindful practice. Allow them to soften their gaze or close their eyes. 
As always, the choice is theirs as a way of facilitating safety.  

Script: “First, soften your gaze or close your eyes, which ever feels best 
to you. Find a connection with the ground. Begin with your sit bones 
and your legs. Bring your awareness to your connection to the floor 
and use that connection to support you. Pressing into the floor lift up 
through your core into the crown of your head, pressing your sit bones 
down as you lift the crown of your head toward the ceiling or sky. 
Groundedness is here, in your connection to the Earth.  

Next, bring your awareness to your breath. Slowly notice each inhale 
and exhale. Slowly deepen each inhale and exhale extending the breath 
into your belly as you inhale and pressing your naval toward your 
spine as you exhale. Take four deep breaths here. In 1, 2, 3, 4 and out 1, 
2, 3, 4 (repeat three more times).  

This is your grounding and calming breaths practice. It is always here 
for you if you need it.  

Now, lets take a moment to start to notice your environment.  



Slowly open your eyes and lift your gaze. Where are you? What is in 
the room with you? How many people are around you? Use all of your 
senses, noticing any smells, any sounds, or any shapes. Maybe count all 
the blue things in the room, maybe count all the round things in the 
room. Keep your breath smooth as you simply notice and describe 
your environment. Becoming more familiar and grounded in your 
surrounding will help you know that this is a safe place. When you are 
ready, soften you gaze or close your eyes again. Return your focus to 
your breath, noticing each inhale and exhale. When you are ready, 
slowly raise your gaze or open your eyes.”  

• Informal: Throughout the week, notice times when you are feeling relaxed 
(safe) or when you are feeling stressed and anxious (unsafe). Are you able 
to allow yourself to feel safe when you feel stressed and anxious through 
grounding yourself to your surrounds? Option to make journal about how 
you felt before grounding, and how you felt after. 

S TEP THREE:  PHY SICAL PR ACTICE (PH YSICAL  POS ES)   
• The experience of the poses and sequencing of the physical practice.  
• Continue to develop knowledge of the sequence bringing the theme of “I 

deserve to be safe,” to each of the poses.  
• Have trainees talk about thoughts that are coming up during the poses, and 

how they think they could make the poses safer. (For example, some may 
feel safer by making sure no one is behind them during down dog. They 
have the choice to go to the back of the room, or mats could be placed in a 
circle.) Identity cues to help being safety to the trainees and their students 
both physically and emotionally.  

• You want to help participants practice new ways of thinking during 
stressful and anxious moments, and the best way to do that is through 
calming practices.  

• Sequence Suggestions:  
• Practice taking the class through a sequence during each session.  
• If new to teaching yoga, begin to break down the sequence. Have students 

teach each other the series of the week. 1st practice- call poses 2nd 
practice- give 1 cue 3rd practice- add Growth Principle (e.g., I deserve to be 
safe).  



S TEP FO UR:  I NQUI RY  (MIND  AND BODY )  
• Inquiry is an ongoing curiosity and questioning about your current 

experience and what is possible for you.  
• For the teachers in training, what does it mean to keep your body safe?  

S ESSION  LA YOUT FO R WE EK  
• Session 1: Core Knowledge/Supported Practice- In small groups, explore 

what might have lead someone to feel unsafe.  
• Sessions 2/3: Going Deeper/Applying to Life- Participants share what 

might have led them to feel safe or unsafe at times in their lives. 
Participants can look at how using this Core Principle for Growth could 
help them remain safe when things are stressful in their lives outside of 
the TRMBW™ & SEL Somatic Healing Program. 

A SSI STING AND S UPP ORT (REL ATION SHIPS)  
• Compassionate relationships: teachers assisting students and students 

requesting support.  
• When individuals feel that they are not safe, poses may appear challenging 

and individuals may appear distracted, stressed, or anxious. Teachers can 
offer support when needed by affirming safety, offering grounding 
techniques, focusing on breath, and offering pose modifications for a sense 
of safety when necessary.  

• Relationships: Offer your students and yourself connection that elevates 
quality of life. This can be achieved by offering a safe space to yourself and 
your students, through your language, demeanor and presence. 

CLOSE SES SION 
• Review practice for the day, the Core Principle for Growth, “I deserve to be 

safe,” and share one take-home from the day. This program instills safety. 

S PECIAL NOTES  FOR  TE ACHERS 
• Consider that individuals who may have experienced trauma often feel as 

if their body has become the enemy and often experience negative 
thoughts and feelings of being in danger. To ensure full body-mind 
connection, individuals need to believe that the work and themselves are 
safe. 



Resources
Suggested Literature/Readings/Books
Case Studies:

Yoga Communities and Eating Disorders:
Creating Safe Space for Positive Embodiment
Catherine Cook-Cottone,1 Laura Lee Douglass

SEL Capstone Project Prep
Review Sample Thesis: Yoga and mindfulness in the self-
contained classroom 

Suggested Videos   

African Yoga Project
Example of using SAFETY
Principle 3: I DESERVE TO BE SAFE 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Jew9Pdn4dtk&feature=shares

Janina Fisher: Integrating somatic approaches to trauma with ‘parts’ language 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Q2h6ihgDC_k&feature=shares

How can you use part language in the yoga room?

https://www.yogisinservice.org/_files/
ugd/9c6c7a_93fceaed02b14c2a995b5beca17fd895.pdf

https://pathways.org/understanding-neuroplasticity/?gclid=Cj0KCQiAkMGcBhCSARIsAIW6d0CdzrDlhEkDDbqH3tM8vC_Bdt0uCQNt8otQ1_tyPdCp0gO8-4BxZNoaAtHdEALw_wcB
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Jew9Pdn4dtk&feature=shares
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Q2h6ihgDC_k&feature=shares
https://www.yogisinservice.org/_files/ugd/9c6c7a_93fceaed02b14c2a995b5beca17fd895.pdf


Reflection
Reflect on the assignments and journal about what came up for you. What did you enjoy? What 
parts were met with resistance? What parts of the TRMBW™ practice are you looking forward 
to evolving, creating or expanding on?
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